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Abstract. The integration of proportional switches for human-computer interaction and sensors with veer correction 

systems are presented.  The transducers and sensors improve control, assist wheelchair drivers and reduced wheelchair 

veer, especially on slopes.  The systems also reduce effort.  The proportional switches are particularly useful for disabled 

people who do not have enough skill to use a joystick, or who lack sufficient hand-grasp and release ability, or who have 

movement disorders.  The new systems were tested using laboratory test rigs.  The test rigs were reused later to teach 

human users.  A rolling road was then built to test the systems before user trials were undertaken.  The angle of the 

wheelchair casters provided feedback and that feedback was used to reduce drift. A new electronic system matched the 

caster angles to the driver input.  A case study is described.  Results are presented, and they suggest there are advantages 

to using variable rather than digital or binary switches.  The veer correction system can assist when a user is traversing a 

slope.  The transducers and systems have been tested at Chailey heritage and proved to be useful in assisting powered-

wheelchair users. The proportional switches isolate the gross motor functions and filter out uncontrolled movement.  The 

sensor system helps users to steer on uneven or sloping ground.  The transducers also provide more control during turning 

and can reduce the turn radius as well as lowering frustration and conserving energy. 
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1 Introduction 

The human-computer interaction (HCI) systems presented in this paper help some people to use powered-wheelchairs [1-6] and be 

independent.  The digital-switches [7], typical to current wheelchairs, can be replaced by new variable-switches.  New sensor systems 

can then be added to stop chairs veering on slopes.  That is significant for potential wheelchair users who cannot grasp or release a 

control device or who lack targeting skills.  The simple human-computer interfaces isolate the gross motor function and filter out 

involuntary movement [8,9]. 

Even with the new human-computer interfaces, the caster-wheel configurations caused problems when wheelchairs were driven 

on slopes.  Casters could swivel and then gravity would cause an unwelcome turn.  That unwelcome turn is called a ‘veer’.  Some 

wheelchair drivers can sense that and try to correct it but that is extra work.  That extra work increases for users using digital-

switches, because the switches cannot control the wheelchair finely enough in order to compensate and “trim” for veer [10,11].  

Users frequently hop amongst their digital switches to hop between directions and that is tiring.  Veer could also happen when on a 

flat surface because of the natural imbalances in the drive of the wheelchair motor, wear of the tires, and due to friction.  Some 

controllers can compensate and trim for that to help a wheelchair user to move in a straight line when they are moving on level 

ground, however the systems cannot correct for loading changes or for slopes.  A new sensor system [12-18] was created to assist 

with that so that users can steer across sloping or uneven surfaces. The sensor systems allows for the rotation angle of the casters to 

be measured which in turn could provide feedback to the controllers to reduce drift and the angular position of the caster was used 

to adjust the controller.  The systems successfully assisted wheelchair-users. 

This paper presents some background and description of the current and new systems.  Results from testing are presented along 

with a case study.  The new sensors and switches reduce veer, improve control during turning and reduce effort and frustration.  That 

was like some of the systems described to assist with fork lift truck driving [19] and with driving powered wheelchairs [7]. 

2 Background 

As babies learn to crawl, walk, and run then they learn about independent mobility. All that learning usually takes place in the 

first year or two.  Some people with disabilities do not experience any of that though.  Driving a powered-wheelchair can deliver a 

process that provides some of that learning about independent mobility [1-7].  Users can rely on their powered wheelchairs for 

moving around and analysis has reported on activity levels and mobility characteristics [20], but those reports have usually 

concentrated on manual chairs rather than powered-wheelchairs.  Wheelchairs do provide opportunities for continuity for some 

people [21], and they can make participation and living within wider society more possible [22].  Powered chairs can augment and 

enrich adaptability, occupational performance, self-esteem and competence [23]. 

The human-machine interfaces are vital and need to be matched to a user [24-27].  Mobility is limited (if not impossible) for some 

people and these new interfaces are providing new opportunities for them [1-4].  Tremor, lack of attention, restricted range of 

movement, spastic rigidity and athetoid motions can all diminish or rule out control [5]. 

A wheelchair can be challenging to steer even for a fully able person with a joystick but it is more difficult for a disabled person 

to steer with binary switches.  Chailey Heritage Clinicians said that about ten percent of residents found powered-wheelchair training 

demanding or unmanageable during daily living.  Pellegrini showed how replacing an interface can enhance performance [28] and 

so the preliminary research presented here created some new and user-friendly human-machine interfaces for disable switch-users. 



A wheelchair user with fine control can use a joystick and can respond quickly to changing speeds and directions.  A joystick is 

often the transducer interface of choice.  A joystick typically moves around a range of one to sixteen square centimeters although 

adaptions can be made to make that larger for users without much fine control ability.  A user must be able to grasp and then release 

the stick though and they must have suitable targeting ability. 

If a person cannot manage fine hand movements with a joystick they might be able to use other parts of their body to provide an 

input, for example head [29], , foot [30] tongue [31].  Human computer interaction was considered by Begasa-Suso [32,33] and 

Sanders [34] and Eisinberg [35] described force sensing but, in real situations, simple binary switches have usually been used [7]. 

The first part of the research investigated ways to assist users with the derivation of some sense of proportionality.  That was 

achieved by creating the new proportional switches.  Once they were tested and introduced then some new problems arose.  Users 

who were now able to use wheelchairs for the first time found it challenging to steer on slopes and they veered off their course.  To 

address that, a new transducer was created. 

Wheelchairs often have two casters that swivel and can deliver some increased maneuverability.  The driving wheels turn at a 

speed prompted by an input device (often a joystick).  To move forward then both the driving wheels need to turn at the same speed.  

If a user wants to turn then one drive wheel must rotate faster than the other drive wheel.  Problems occur when the wheelchair is 

driven along sloping ground because casters can swivel in the direction of the slope and gravity can then make the wheelchair turn 

(“veer”). 

Several types of system were investigated that could assist a wheelchair user: 

- modelling of the environment [36-39], 

- predicting shape of the terrain in front of the sensor [40,41], 

- Artificial Intelligence [42-52], 

- Machine Intelligence [53-59], 

- and Path Planning [9,14,25,59,60]. 

All these options might have been suitable, but they were more complicated or expensive. 

A survey of wheelchair providers was completed by Guerette [61] and Woods wrote a short history of powered-wheelchairs [62].  

The references are included for further reading. 

3 The proportional switches 

A joystick is usually supplied with a powered-wheelchair [1-7] and this joystick can be replaced by new proportional switches.  

Small movements (or switch pressures) can be used to control a powered wheelchair. If a driver applies more pressure or movement 

then a wheelchair will turn more sharply or increase speed. 

The new switches can deliver: 

 

• Simple easy to use input devices. 

• Isolation of the gross motor functions. 

• Help for users with reduced targeting skill. 

• Tolerance to any uncontrolled movement. 

• Discrimination to separate control decisions. 

• Instant control. 

 

Fourteen potential wheelchair drivers were exposed to some proportional control.  If they used some of the proportional range, 

then the proportional switches might be suitable.  Eleven wheelchair users used some of the proportional range. 

Timing is crucial when using switches, so proportionality was introduced to provide a more control.  This was done in ways that 

did not cause worry or stress.  A lot of users found it difficult enough to press the correct switch repeatably, so the introduction of 

some graded control might just be another burden. 

A sense of some variable control was provided and so the users needed to acquire some timing ability.  Users did not always want 

to go at a fixed speed, so speed could be set using the switches; however, at first, the speed was preset. 

Often the new users did not have a suitable mix of perception and timing ability to be able to turn.  Some users under steered and 

some oversteered.  Those with Cerebral Palsy proved to be able to use some proportionality and the proportional controllers could 

assist with training them and helping them to develop some sense of the available proportionality (or at least the concept of it). 
Virtual Reality Systems [4] and some complex HCI Systems [32,33,63] were on hand and could also have been used during training but they 

would have been expensive and difficult to replicate.  Simpler and cheaper transducers and components were obtainable that could easily be re-

produced in organizations.  To practice with the concept of variable control, a simple light projection box [7] was built that showed the image from 

a rotating disc.  Varying the input transducer electronically determined the position of the disc. Fig. 1. 

The development work at this stage wanted to create a proportional interface that appeared to be the same as the sort of switch 

that disabled potential users would be ere familiar with (or would have used). Some people clearly found the new switches easier to 

use than a joystick and they felt familiar.  Control direction was separated out, but immediate control was provided.  The vari-

switches (variable switch controls) were a new way of controlling the steering and speed of a powered-wheelchair. 

The new vari-switches gave potential users a chance to “have-a-go” with proportional controls and they could easily be tailored 

to match the physical movements of a person.  The vari-switches were placed in similar positions to those that would be used for 

standard binary (on-off) switches.  Through slowly introducing some variable control, some potential users were able to distinguish 

and learn and then demonstrate the ability to use some progressive control.   The vari-switches had the virtue of switch operation 

but blended other functions. 



A typical simple paddle switch is shown in Fig 2 (in an Off setting).  They consisted of a high impact polystyrene vacuum formed 

cover over a Delrin switch baseplate.   When operated, the cover acted against the micro switch lever arm (Fig. 3).   A return spring 

made sure that the switch deactivated after being pressed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. The varying training image as a switch was progressively pressed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. A “1” displayed on a light projection box when switch number 1 is pushed 

 

b. A “2” displayed when switch number 1 was pushed further. 

c. A “3” displayed when switch number 1 was pushed even further. 

 

d. A “4” displayed when switch 1 was pushed as far as possible. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The new variable switches used the same rudimentary structure so that they were familiar to the users.  Hall Effect ICs were used 

instead of micro-switches and a small magnet was fixed to the underneath of the cover (Fig. 4).   The angle of movement for the 

cover was increased as some users needed a bigger movement to manage some sort of graduated control.  Figures 4 and 5 show the 

switch at the extremity of the operating range.  The output from the Hall Effect device was proportional to the magnetic field as the 

cover was moved downwards (pressed). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An interface was built to connect the new variable transducer (vari switch) to the wheelchair controller so that the directions 

(forward, right, left and reverse) were the same as they would be if they were provided by a joystick. 

More than one direction could be selected, for example if right and forward switches were both pressed, then that translated into 

a graded right turn. 

4 Veer on slopes or uneven ground 

It was not enough to carefully set up a wheelchair so that it was balanced when moving in a straight line and motor compensation 

was optimised.  Veer caused younger users to expend significant amounts of energy so that they became frustrated and sometimes 

crashed because of unexpected wheelchair veer on slopes or uneven surfaces. 

Many wheelchair drivers reported problems with veer.  Figure 6 is a picture of a young person endeavoring to control a wheelchair 

that is veering off course.  Chairs generally tended to veer on slopes or as surfaces change.  A method was devised to assess how 

the wheelchairs were being affected by slopes and other factors (e.g: weight distribution).  Special seating systems could place more 

weight over the casters and therefore decrease the weight over the driving wheels.  That tended to reduce traction and increase caster-

drag.  Wheels sometimes slipped even on shallow slopes (less than 5 degrees) and that sometimes contributed to a loss of control. 

Figure 2 

 

Figure 3 

 

Fig. 2. Simple paddle switch in the Off position. 

Fig. 3. Paddle switch operated with the cover connecting with the lever arm of the micro 

switch. 

Figure 4  

Figure 5  
Fig. 5. The variable switch at the extreme of the operating position (fully pressed). 

 

Fig. 4. A Hall Effect integrated circuit and a small magnet added to create a variable 

switch.  The switch is in the Off position. 



A competent wheelchair driver could detect veer as it began using their eyes so that the brain could apply muscle action to correct 

direction and speed but even for them, that was more complicated and involved more work; particularly if the user had complex 

needs. For the research, simple veer detection systems were considered, for example sensing drive motor EMF, gyro, odometer and 

caster-angle-measurement.  The relative cost and complexity of the other systems led to the selection of detecting the casters 

swiveling. 

Measuring the caster angle provided a direct measurement of steering error and gave feedback to the drive systems.  It was 

possible for a single caster to lose contact with the ground so the readings from two casters was used to generate more repeatable 

feedback.  Experiments were initially conducted using a single caster and detector.  A short-term-memory was used to reduce 

misreads if a caster lost contact with the ground so that any sudden swivel changes were ignored.  That could be thought of as a 

mixture of the methods suggested for forklift trucks [19] and for wheelchairs [7]. 

A chair would usually have already begun altering course when veer is detected.  The new corrective control system would then 

attempt to reduce wheelchair drift.  Feedback compensation determined how accurately a wheelchair stayed on its course.  

A rolling-road was built.  The rolling road was used to assess the new sensors and to study the effects of changing loading.  If the 

driving wheels are of the same diameter then both of the drive wheels need to rotate at the same speed if a wheelchair is going to 

move in a straight line.  Remote tacho sensing gave satisfactory accuracy during test in a straight line but they could not control 

drive loading.   The rolling-road (Fig. 7) was used to assess the controller and the drive motor performance.  The test-bed incorporated 

variable-dynamic-loading and tacho-rotation speed-sensing. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Young person trying to control his veering wheelchair. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. The rolling-road used to test the systems. 



Trials were conducted using some wheelchairs and that demonstrated the importance of being able to measure parameters that 

affected veer.  The rolling road was convenient for younger wheelchair drivers who then did not need to endure the frustrations of 

testing in corridors. 

Modern controllers tend to include programmable load compensation.  That helps to keep speeds constant even when driving 

down or up a slope.  For example, if an increased load was applied to the drive motors, then the control systems applied more power 

to maintain speed.  Veer was affected by changing loads and it became clear that although wheelchairs may not veer on level ground, 

motor compensation could introduce veer when driving down or up a hill. 

Trials showed that several variables cold affect veer and conventional wheelchairs responded to control actions in different ways.  

Global feedback was needed to allow the control system to avoid veer.  A caster angle could provide a satisfactory error signal to 

the controller so a swivel detector was created to attach to the caster swivel bearing (Fig. 8).  That gave right, left and centre direction 

outputs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Swivel detector attached to a caster swivel bearing 

Correction was applied if a caster swiveled.  The value of the feedback compensation determined how accurately a chair held its 

course.  Trials suggested the amount of veer was not always related to camber but could change with gradient because of motor 

compensation and control system imbalance.   Surface changes could also induce veer even when moving on a level surface, for 

example changing from floor to carpet. 

5 A case study of a young person at Chailey Heritage 

Chris, a 16+ pupil at Chailey Heritage, had been using lever-pad binary-switches.  These were mounted within an Evosote foam 

surround known as a ‘horseshoe’ (Fig. 9).  Th output was similar to a joystick but the coloured switches being pressed were big so 

as to reduce time taken to complete prehensile movements [65].  Chris’s hand movements of right, left or forward were translated 

into drive control signals.  The reverse switch was behind the foam surround.  Figure 10 shows the switches mounted onto his 

wheelchair. Chris was motivated and proficient and could understand instructions.  He could only drive with his chair oscillating 

from side to side and he was susceptible to veer on slopes and was unable to maintain turn speeds, especially on different surfaces.  

Chris was sometimes frustrated by his binary switches, especially when he was on a slope.  He could not change speed or turn off 

the drive controls while he was moving. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. The switches mounted in a horseshoe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After Chris became proficient at using switches, then he was provided with the opportunity to try out the new proportional 

switches (along with other volunteers). 

Chris still needed to work hard in order to correct for veer on sloping ground, even using his new proportional switches.  The vari 

switches did allow some wheelchair drivers to counteract unwanted veer and trim by shifting the position of their hands and that 

made them valuable in reducing energy use. 

Chris had his binary switches replaced by variable switches.  He immediately had better control over speed and turns, he used 

less effort and reduced energy use.  His finer arm and hand control functions developed as he learnt to use the new vari switches and 

he became better and better at controlling veer and turns.  The proportional switches might eventually help him to move on to a 

standard joystick in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. The switches mounted onto a 

wheelchair. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chris understood how to drive but could not use a joystick.  He used the vari switches and showed that he could control his speed 

using them.  The original arrangement of binary switches (the horseshoe arrangement shown in fig. 9 and fig. 10) provided an 

expansion of movement which was better for Chris. 

The dynamics of the wheelchair and some ground effects caused problems as even a small camber could make a wheelchair veer.  

Chris had to work hard to counteract veer by pressing one switch more than another.   

A problem was that Chris’s reactions to a turn were not always quick enough and the wheelchair might stall when turning up a 

steep slope.  Veer had to be counteracted by quickly alternating between right and left directions (switch-hopping). 

6 Tests 

A new arrangement of vari switches that behaved and looked like an arrangement of traditional binary switches was introduced.  

Once users were used to the systems then the new sensors to reduce veer were introduced. 

 

6.1 Testing proportional switches 

If forward drive was selected after a turn then a wheelchair might sometimes ‘snap’ back quickly into straight-forward drive.  That 

happened because caster angles might be ‘off-center’ after turning.  When forward was then selected, the system correction tried to 

restore movement back to a straight line before veer correction cut-in.  To reduce this, a short ‘post-turn delay’ was introduced.  This 

gave time for a chair to restore to moving in a straight line before veer correction cut-in. 

Chris could mix control directions, and this was useful on slopes.  Figure 11 is a set of still video pictures that show Chris driving 

along a slope.  Many other wheelchair users had problems on this path.  It was a three-degree slope.  The set of pictures show that 

Chris could maintain his direction against the downward pull of the slope.  He did not need to stop and correct his direction as was 

the case when using binary switches.  Switch-hopping between directions was reduced which meant reduced energy use with 

noticeably less frustration.. 

Initial reaction and movement time are therefore reduced but driving accuracy is significantly improved. 

 

6.2 Testing veer correction 

Veer correction was initially tested in the laboratory. Then testing moved to sloping ground.  The number of steering corrections 

needed to complete a test run was recorded and a video camera mounted behind the driver provided a record of testing. 



Figures 12 and 13 show video stills from an indoor veer test in the laboratory.  The tests took place on a four-meter ramp with a 

left slope of three degrees.  Only a forward switch was activated.  The wheelchair was weighted with 30 kg.  The difference in the 

way that the wheelchair moved when the system was engaged was significant.  Without any correction, the wheelchairs veered 

downhill.  An average of eight left-switch corrections were needed to maintain direction.  The test was repeated with veer-control 

engaged and then the number of corrections reduced significantly, requiring only an average of one single right correction and one 

left correction to complete the run. 

A typical set of test results is shown in Table One and Table Two.  Table One shows a set of results from an outside test on a path 

of length 30 m and an average camber slope of three degrees without the new veer system or the sensors engaged.  Table Two shows 

the improved results when systems were engaged. 

This case study has been described as an example, but eleven children have now successfully used the new systems. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. A test on 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 a Chris at the start of a sloping path. 

Figure 11 b Driving along a sloping path 

Figure 11 c At the end of the sloping path. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 a sloping path. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Veer not compensated Veer compensated 

Fig. 32. Video stills from an indoor test in the 

laboratory.  The ramp is a four-meter ramp with a 

left slope of three degrees.  Only the forward 

switch was pressed. 

Fig. 23. Video stills from an indoor veer test in the 

laboratory with the sensor system activated. 



Results 1.  

Test without veer correction. 
 

Time to complete run  = 2 mins : 6 secs   

 

Total number steering corrections required = 9 left  

 

Correction distance derived from time / distance 

approximations 

 

Average speed = 0.22 meters per second 

 

All Left corrections after start of run distance in meters (m) 

 

1st = 3.4 

2nd = 6.2 

3rd = 11.9 

4th = 14.2 

5th = 15.5 

6th = 18 

7th = 21.4 

8th = 24.4 

9th = 26.9 
 

 

Results 2.  

Test with veer correction applied. 
 

Time to complete run 1 min : 29 secs 

 

Average speed 0.315 meters per second 

 

Total number of steering corrections required = 2 (1 right and 1 

left) 

 

Approximate correction distance in meters (m) 

 

 1st Right correction distance = 9  

 

 1st Left correction distance = 20 
 

7 Discussion and conclusions 

A simple human machine interface consisting of four new proportional switches has been presented.  The switches were easy to 

operate and provides isolation of gross motor functions.  Changing from binary switches to the new vari switches improved 

performance for some wheelchair users, especially those with movement disorders that had not allowed them to use a wheelchair in 

the past.  The case study showed how the variable switches helped users with poor targeting skills. Chris has now been using his 

variable controls for several years and has achieved a high level of driving independence. 

The new switches reduced veer on slopes and provided more control over turn-speed. They reduced effort and frustration. Users 

all said they became more independent and did not want to return to using binary switches. Further research could test whether some 

of the less motivated or more proficient drivers might also benefit and to understand whether the systems might provide a transition 

to using a joystick.  Tests demonstrated that the simple feedback system reduced the effort of a driver to counteract veer.  The limit 

of veer correction depended on the traction of the chair and the power of the motors, coupled with wheel grip, weight distribution 

and the surface.  The system tried to correct for veer if a drive wheel went into a skid.  That was a problem it feedback was increased 

too much as any correction became aggressive, and a sharp response could cause a skid when a chair was moving across a slope.  

The new and simple devices successfully assisted wheelchair-users with poor targeting skills.  A second sensor system helped 

wheelchair users to steer across slopes without veering. It has been successfully demonstrated that feedback to reduce veer could be 

obtained by measuring the rotation angle of the caster. The new proportional switches and sensors improve control during turns and 

reduce the safe turn radius.  These new systems will help the wheelchair users to become more independent whilst reduce frustration 

and energy use at the same time. 

Eleven users have become more independent and said they did not want to go back to their binary switches.  They are exploiting 

the subtleties of proportional control. 
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